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A deep understanding of the dynamic structure-property relationship is crucial to

functional molecular devices. This article reports a reliable cutting-edgemethod to

construct single-molecule devices by integrating tetraphenylethylene (TPE)-based

derivatives into graphene nanogaps via covalent bonds, leading to in situ long-

time conductance measurements in real time. This method enables unambiguous

recognition of intramolecular motions and complete deciphering of single-

molecule dynamic stereostructures, thus providing new insights into the

development of practical applications of ultra-sensitive devices.
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Complete deciphering of the dynamic
stereostructures of a single
aggregation-induced emission molecule

Caiyao Yang,1,2,7 Pingchuan Shen,1,7 Qi Ou,3,7 Qian Peng,4,7 Shuyao Zhou,2 Jinshi Li,1 Zhirong Liu,2

Zujin Zhao,1 Anjun Qin,1 Zhigang Shuai,3,* Ben Zhong Tang,1,5,* and Xuefeng Guo2,6,8,*
Progress and potential

Capturing the dynamic change of

single-molecule stereostructures

is crucial to understanding the

underlying mechanisms of

fundamental physical phenomena

and novel effects. However, due

to limited detection sensitivity

and temporal resolution of

traditional measurements, it is a

formidable challenge to detect

delicate molecular

stereostructures at the single-

molecule level in real time.

Here, we report a single-molecule

electrical methodology to achieve

the unprecedented electrical

mapping, thus feeding back the

fine dynamic change of the

molecular stereostructures. This

method succeeds in completely

deciphering the dynamic

stereostructures of a single

aggregation-induced emission

molecule, and is mature to be

applied immediately to make

complex synchronous monitoring

possible in combination with the

optical technology, holding great

promise for the development of a

multimodal single-molecule

detection platform capable of

discovering unexpected

phenomena and enriching new

chemistry.
SUMMARY

The realization of functional molecular devices is inseparable from
deep understanding of the intrinsic structure-property relationship
of molecules. However, due to limited detection sensitivity and tem-
poral resolution of current methods, there are rare reports on fully
probing in situ dynamic changes of the molecular stereostructures
at the single-molecule level in real time. Here, we present a com-
plete deciphering of the dynamic stereostructures of a single aggre-
gation-induced emission molecule using molecular junctions, which
are capable of executing rapid real-time electrical measurements to
achieve the unprecedented electrical mapping, thus feeding back
the dynamic changes of the molecular stereostructures. Experi-
mental and theoretical investigation consistently verify the intramo-
lecular motions under electric field and the isomerization dynamics
with strong temperature and electric field dependence, offering
new insights into the development of ultra-sensitive devices. We
anticipate that further integration of optical measurements with
this approach will enable sophisticated synchronous monitoring of
broad single-molecule photochemistry and photophysics.

INTRODUCTION

Revealing the dynamic change of single-molecule stereostructures is crucial to the

discovery and understanding of fundamental physical phenomena and novel effects

of materials at the atomic or molecular level that are not accessible using traditional

approaches, and provides guidance for the design of future molecular electronic de-

vices.1 Any subtle perturbation of molecular geometry may induce a significant

change of the molecular properties, setting the basis for designing and creating

practical molecular devices.2–10 At present, research on external gating to regulate

the performance of molecular devices is in full swing,11–13 most based on the occur-

rence of chemical reactions (photocyclization14,15 trans-cis isomerization,16 tauto-

merization,17,18 etc.) owing to the evident changes of electronic and geometric

structures. The configurational or conformational changes of molecules have been

used to build switching and rectification functions19–22 as well as control quantum

interference effects.23–25 However, it is particularly difficult to detect the dynamic

conductance changes in the case of single bond rotation that induces no significant

structural change. Because previous ensemble experiments proved that the time

range of single bond rotation is from femtoseconds to nanoseconds,26,27 it is a formi-

dable challenge for ordinary electrical experimental methods to obtain a distinct

signal while satisfying high temporal resolution. In addition, the interfacial contact

stability of molecular devices constructed by non-covalent bonding is worse,
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resulting in larger current fluctuations, which makes it more difficult to observe the

small conductance changes caused by intramolecular motions. To solve these is-

sues, we connected the designed molecule to nanoscale graphene point electrodes

via covalent amide bonds, ensuring only one-molecule connection and avoiding the

intermolecular interaction that affects the charge transport properties. As graphene

is more compatible with organic molecules than metals, the genuine molecular

structural information can be more precisely reflected via the corresponding

conductance of molecular junctions. In addition, temperature is essentially a mea-

sure of relative atomic or molecular motions. Exploring reactions under extreme

cooling has nonetheless been a research focus.28–30 Coupled with the restriction ef-

fect of a fixed molecule and the cryogenic environment, the molecular motion

behavior can be slowed down to a certain extent to meet the requirement of electri-

cal measurements.

In this work, we have witnessed great potentials of using graphene-molecule-gra-

phene single-molecule junctions (GMG-SMJs) as an electrical platform for revealing

the dynamic process of molecular stereostructures at the single-molecule level.

Through molecular engineering, we designed and synthesized three tetraphenyl-

ethylene (TPE)-based derivatives (named TPE-2A, OTPE-2A, and TPE-OME-2A),

and embedded them into nanogapped graphene point electrodes by forming cova-

lent amide bonds to construct GMG-SMJs (Figures 1A, 1B, and S1). Details of the

molecular synthesis and device fabrication are provided in the Experimental proced-

ures section and the supplemental information (Figures S1 and S2). As a family of the

prototypical aggregation-induced emission (AIE) compounds, TPE and its deriva-

tives have been widely studied and applied in multiple disciplines.31,32 Tremendous

experimental and theoretical studies33–35 have shown that the presence of intramo-

lecular motions associated with non-radiative relaxation in TPE molecules, such as

C=C twisting, phenyl rotation, and formation of a photocyclized intermediate, leads

to the reduction of the fluorescence quantum yield of the materials in non-rigid en-

vironments (e.g., dilute solution or gas phase). Therefore, in-depth understanding of

these intramolecular motions is of critical importance to thoroughly expose the AIE

mechanism and the development of new AIE materials. On the basis of previous re-

ports,33,36 we hypothesize that molecules fixed in the graphene nanogap might

exhibit four kinds of molecular motions: (1) C=C bond twisting of TPE; (2) phenyl

rotation of TPE; (3) cyclization of TPE; and (4) biphenyl torsion at both ends of the

molecular bridge. Remarkably, the elaborate dynamic behaviors of these stereo-

structural transitions can be distinguished through accurate measurements of the

sequential multilevel molecular conductance at cryogenic temperatures.

Figure 1A depicts a schematic diagram of GMG-SMJs constructed with one of the

molecules mentioned above. The successful fabrication of GMG-SMJs is determined

by testing whether a closed loop is formed after connecting the molecules between

the source and the drain electrodes (Figures S2 and S3). Furthermore, we performed

inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) and assigned the observed spectral

features to specific molecular vibrations in comparison with the theoretical infrared

and Raman spectra (Figure 1C; another set of data is provided in Figure S4). Figures

1D and 1E show the validation of the high-resolution IETS measurements with AC

modulation voltage and temperature dependence, which were carried out accord-

ing to a previously reported method.37,38 When the modulation voltage or temper-

ature increases, the two peaks representing d(C�H)(Ar) and n(C�O)(Ar) gradually

merge into one peak and finally become flat. Correspondingly, the full width at

half maximum of the peak obtained by Gaussian fitting shows a trend of becoming

wider. These evidences concordantly demonstrate that this single-molecule
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Figure 1. Device structure and electrical characterization of GMG-SMJs

(A) Schematic representation of the device structure that highlights the detection of single-molecule dynamic stereostructures via molecular

conductance measurements.

(B) Molecular structures of three TPE-based derivatives (TPE-2A, OTPE-2A, and TPE-OME-2A).

(C) Top: high-resolution IETS for molecular junctions (formed from TPE-OME-2A) measured by a lock-in second-harmonic technique at 2.0 K with an AC

modulation of 10.6 mV (rms value) at a frequency of 233 Hz. Bottom: corresponding calculated infrared and Raman spectra.

(D) Successive IETSs for the d(C�H)(Ar) and n(C�O)(Ar) modes with AC modulation voltage (top) and temperature (bottom) dependence.

(E) The trend of full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks with increasing the AC modulation voltage (top) and temperature (bottom). The error

bars are determined by the Gaussian fittings. A constant temperature of 2.0 K is used for voltage-dependent experiments and a fixed voltage of 10.6 mV

is used for temperature-dependent experiments.
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electrical method can capture various motions of a single molecule, precluding the

possibility that the experimental data are influenced by two or even moremolecules.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Real-time electrical measurements and conductance attribution

It is well known that the electronic and geometric structures of molecules are closely

related to molecular conductance.39 To better establish the relationship between

the molecular structure and the conductance state, we performed real-time current
Matter 5, 1–11, April 6, 2022 3



Figure 2. Intuitive feedback of current signals to intramolecular motions

(A–C) Representative current trajectories of single-molecule junctions connected with TPE-2A (A),

OTPE-2A (B), and TPE-OME-2A (C), respectively, at 80 K (light green background) and 140 K (light

yellow background). The trajectories marked with different colors represent a certain metastable

conformation or structure during the molecular motion.

(D) Representative current trajectories of a device connected with TPE-2A at 10 K. The trajectories

marked in yellow emphasize the phenyl rotation.

(E) Schematic diagram of the main transformation process and the attribution of the corresponding

conductance states as shown in (A–D).

(F) Transmission spectra of the three structures or conformations in Figure 4E. According to the

transmission coefficients at the Fermi level of graphene, the conductance sequence from high to

low is the cyclization structure (blue curve), the quasi-planar conformation (green curve), and the

perpendicular structure (red curve), respectively.
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(I�t) measurements of the devices connected with three different molecules at

different temperatures, ranging from 80 to 160 K (Figures S5�S7; Tables S1–S3).

To avoid the damage of a high bias voltage to the device and the weak conductance

change when the bias voltage is too low, we optimized the bias voltage to be

300 mV, ensuring the stability and reliability of the devices as well as a high

signal-to-noise ratio. Figures 2A–2C are the representative I�t trajectories of the de-

vices connected with TPE-2A, OTPE-2A, and TPE-OME-2A, respectively, which were

randomly selected at 80 K (light green background) and 140 K (light yellow back-

ground). It is clear that, when the temperature is below 140 K, the I�t curves of

the device connected with OTPE-2A are basically similar to those of TPE-2A, with

two salient conductance states (labeled as State 1 and State 2, and marked in red

and green, respectively). However, a higher conductance state (State 3 marked in

blue) only appears in electrical signals of the device connected with TPE-OME-2A.

When the temperature increased to 140 K, a new conductance state with a low per-

centage (State 4 marked in purple) was detected in the I�t curves, which can be

observed in all the devices connected with these three molecules, except for the

different switching frequency of the conductance states. Note that inside these

obvious conductance states, there are also small persistent current fluctuations

(only noticeable at lower temperatures, as shown in Figures 2D and S8) with high-fre-

quency and short lifetime features.
4 Matter 5, 1–11, April 6, 2022
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Figure 2E completely reveals the sequential and multilevel changes of single-mole-

cule stereostructures, taking the TPE-OME-2A molecule as an example. By

comparing the three molecular structures and the characteristics of the current sig-

nals, we assume that States 1 and 2 originate from the central quasi C=C bond

twisting excited by the electric field. State 3, from the device connected with TPE-

OME-2A, can be converted only from State 2 and the current level is relatively

higher, which suggests that this conductance state may be related to the formation

of a new chemical structure rather than the rotation of the anisole or benzene ring,

such as the cyclized intermediate. The molecular structures marked in red, green,

and blue represent the perpendicular conformation, quasi-planar conformation,

and instantaneous cyclization structure in the twisting process of the double bond

under the action of electric field, respectively. The transformation relationship be-

tween these structures corresponds well to the time sequence of the above conduc-

tance states. In addition, the transmission spectrum (Figures 2F and S9) and the

theoretical calculated I�V curves (Figure S10) further confirm the conductivity

sequence of the three structures, which is consistent with our conjecture. Although

the perturbed highest occupied molecular orbital (p-HOMO) of the perpendicular

conformation is the closest to the Fermi level of graphene, it has the smallest peak

value, thus leading to the lowest state. State 4 appears at higher temperatures; a

similar phenomenon was observed in our previous work.36 We suppose that this is

caused by the torsion between the functional core and the biphenyl at both ends

of the molecular junction, and this movement can only be activated above an effec-

tive temperature threshold.

Through the above analysis, we attributed the small persistent current fluctuation

with spike-like features to the phenyl rotation of TPE, which is relatively difficult

to identify because of its extremely fast rotation speed at high temperatures and

small conductance change. Notably, two distinct conductance states (State 1 and

State 2) that are caused by C=C bond twisting are clearly accompanied by smooth

current fluctuations at 10 K (labeled as States 5a–5d, according to the order of

conductance from low to high, and marked in different shades of yellow in Figures

2D and S8), which intuitively displays the step-by-step and sequential process of the

phenyl rotation. In comparison with the previous test results at higher tempera-

tures, there are no longer high-frequency and short lifetime current signals, but a

stepped feature, due to the lower ambient noise in the test chamber at low temper-

atures. We separated the current signals representing State 1 and State 2 and ideal-

ized them into a four-level interconversion (Figure S11). Finally, we deduced that

the average lifetimes of States 5a–5d were all around 120 ms (Figure S12), confirm-

ing that they indeed originate from the same motion behavior, namely, the phenyl

rotation.

Theoretically, we first unravel the mechanism of the transformation between various

conductance states in Figure 3A. The metastable structures of three conductance

states are optimized and visualized as shown in Figure 3A, together with their rela-

tive energies. Since the biphenyl rings are not responsible for the transition between

the three conductance states mentioned above, for simplicity we only investigated

the functional core (which excludes the biphenyl rings) in Figure 3A. The schematic

potential energy curves that connect these structures are also depicted. It can be

seen that the transformation between the quasi-planar and perpendicular conforma-

tions is indeed initiated by the formation of the triplet states under electrical excita-

tion. Note that the possibility of forming triplet excitons under electrical excitation is

three times the possibility of forming singlet excitons based on spin statistics,40 and

the rate of forming triplet excitons is comparable with that of forming singlet
Matter 5, 1–11, April 6, 2022 5



Figure 3. Theoretical explanation of each conductance state

(A) The transformation mechanism between different conductance states.

(B�D) Essential normal modes that trigger the transformation between different conductance

states at the optimized geometry of the quasi-planar conformation.
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excitons due to the fact that this is a direct excitation process rather than a normal

intersystem crossing process triggered by spin-orbit coupling. After being excited

to the triplet state, the optimized ground state structure of the functional core, which

is quasi-planar, converts to a perpendicular conformation, which is actually the opti-

mized structure of the triplet states. At such a perpendicular conformation, the

triplet state is energetically degenerate with the singlet state, making it possible

for an efficient transformation to the quasi-planar conformation. On the contrary,

the transformation between the quasi-planar conformation and the cyclization struc-

ture takes place via a transition state, of which the vibrational mode with the imag-

inary frequency is also visualized in Figure 3A. It can be seen that such a mode indi-

cates the directions of two metastable states. Note that the cyclization structure lies

higher in energy in comparison with the quasi-planar and perpendicular conforma-

tions, which is consistent with the fact that the proportion of State 3 is smaller

than that of State 2 and State 1, as experimentally observed. Additional metastable

conductance states arise from the torsion of the biphenyl rings in TPE-OME-2A,

which were detected and analyzed in our previous work.36 The transformation of

these conformations also takes place via corresponding transition states, which

are visualized in Figure S13 together with the modes of the imaginary frequency.

Next, we provide a detailed analysis of the temperature dependence of each

conductance state based on normal mode analysis at the optimized geometry of

the quasi-planar conformation of TPE-OME-2A. Essential normal modes that are

responsible for the switching between various optimized ground state structures

are theoretically investigated and visualized in Figures 3B–3D. These essential

normal modes, including the phenyl rotation that connects the quasi-planar confor-

mation and cyclization structure (Figure 3B), and the biphenyl torsion on the side

benzene rings (Figures 3C and 3D), can effectively trigger the transition between

different conductance states. Note that the transformation between the quasi-

planar and perpendicular conformations takes place via the spontaneous vibrational

relaxation after electrical excitation, which is consistent with the experimental obser-

vation that both the quasi-planar and perpendicular conformations can be detected

at low temperatures after applying an electric field. The phenyl rotation mode, with a

frequency at 62.51 cm�1, corresponds to �89.94 K in temperature and is in line with
6 Matter 5, 1–11, April 6, 2022
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the experimental observation that the transformation from the quasi-planar confor-

mation to the cyclization structure is detected at around 80 K. The frequencies of two

biphenyl torsion modes, 84.68 and �85.41 cm�1, correspond to a higher tempera-

ture around 140 K, which makes it possible to detect additional conductance states

at 140 K under an electric field. Note that the transition between two given confor-

mations is indeed determined by their energy barrier, which can be presumably

overcome via electrical excitation. The good agreement between the corresponding

temperature of these essential modes and the experimental observation indicates

that the thermal excitation of a given mode is a necessary but not sufficient precon-

dition to initiate the transition between two metastable conformations that are con-

nected by this mode.

The reason why no cyclization structure has been captured for TPE-2A, which is in

distinct contrast to TPE-OME-2A, is schematically explained in Figure S14. Our theo-

retical calculations demonstrate that the cyclization structure of TPE-OME-2A corre-

sponds to a ground state local minimum, while that of TPE-2A corresponds to a min-

imum-energy crossing point (MECP) between the ground and the excited state

according to theoretical investigation via spin-flip time-dependent density func-

tional theory,41 which is an unstable structure and is expected to quickly decay to

the optimized planar structure. This cyclization MECP structure for TPE has been re-

ported previously42 with different levels of electronic structure theory. In TPE-OME-

2A, the cyclization structure is considerably stabilized due to the electron-donating

ability of methoxy group and hence becomes a local minimum of the ground state

that can be detected experimentally.

Temperature-dependent measurements

Since the traces of C=C bond twisting can be captured in a relatively large temper-

ature range, we have meticulously studied the typical behavior of this kind of intra-

molecular transition. Representative temperature-dependent and voltage-depen-

dent I�t curves are presented in Figures 4A and 4B, respectively. Figure 4A

represents the real-time I�t curves and corresponding current distribution histo-

grams of the device connected with TPE-2A at different temperatures ranging

from 10 to 80 K. We observed that there are two distinct conductance states (States

1 and 2) in I�t curves, which are marked in red and green, respectively, in the current

distribution histograms. Reproducibly, the small persistent current fluctuations

within States 1 and 2 originating from the phenyl rotation of TPE were also observed

at each temperature. The lower the temperature, the clearer the signals become. To

analyze the dynamics of the stereostructures, especially the quasi C=C bond

twisting, current signals in I�t trajectories were idealized into a two- or four-level

interconversion by using QuB software (Figure S11). The average lifetime of each

conductance state can be derived from the plots of the dwell time of corresponding

states, which could be well fitted by a single-exponential function (Figure S15). We

calculated the area of the current distribution histograms and obtained the propor-

tion (4) of both states. As shown in Figure 4C and Table S4, the average lifetimes of

State 1 and State 2 (t1 and t2) gradually decrease with increasing the temperature.

Among them, t1 decreases from �34.73 to �0.06 ms, while t2 decreases from

�21.63 to �0.25 ms. In addition, the higher temperature also facilitates the transi-

tion of the molecule to a quasi-planar conformation, as demonstrated by an increase

of 42 from �28.6% to �75.2%. Using the Van’t Hoff equation (–RTlnK = DH � TDS),

we can deduce the thermodynamic parameters of the C=C bond twisting from the

temperature-dependent experiments. Here, we get two fitted lines that

intersect at 40 K (Figure 4D). In the higher temperature range, DH = 1,010.5 G

191.7 J mol�1 and DS = 24.4 G 3.8 J mol�1$K�1. In the lower temperature range,
Matter 5, 1–11, April 6, 2022 7



Figure 4. Effects of temperature and electric field on quasi C=C bond twisting

(A and B) I�t curves, corresponding enlarged I�t curves marked in blue, and corresponding histograms of the device connected with TPE-2A at different

temperatures (A) and bias voltages (B). Data in (A) were obtained at 350 mV, and data in (B) were obtained at 60 K.

(C) Lifetime and occurrence proportion changes of State 1 (red) and State 2 (green) at different temperatures.

(D) Plots of the thermodynamic parameters (lnK versus 1,000/T) deduced from temperature-dependent measurements. DH and DS were derived from

the Van’t Hoff equation.

(E) Lifetime and occurrence proportion changes of State 1 (red) and State 2 (green) at different voltages.

(F) Activation energies for the mutual transformation of States 1 and 2 at different bias voltages. Error bars were calculated from the data obtained from

three working devices.
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DH = 89.0 G 2.9 J mol�1 and DS = 1.3 G 0.2 J mol�1$K�1. We speculate that the

underlying reason for this is the confrontation and balance between C=C bond

twisting and phenyl rotation. As reported previously,26 in the ground state and

planar conformation, benzene rings of the TPE molecule are more or less locked

to a fixed spatial position because of a large steric strain. Under the excitation of

electric field, the C=C bond twisting promotes the relaxation of the corresponding
8 Matter 5, 1–11, April 6, 2022
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steric strain, and the benzene rings become flexible to rotate. These two transitions

influence each other in the process of constantly reaching the next equilibrium point,

and the cycle continues. Therefore, the average lifetime (t1 and t2) derived from this

work is not only affected by the C=C bond twisting motion.

Voltage-dependent measurements

We further investigated the effects of different bias voltages, that is, the electric field

strength, on the dynamic behavior of C=C bond twisting. We carried out real-time

current measurements at different bias voltages ranging from 150 to 350 mV. The

obtained I�t curves and the corresponding conductance-based histograms at 60

and 40 K are shown in Figures 4B and S16, respectively. It is clear that, as the bias

voltage increases from 150 to 350 mV, 41 and 42 are almost unchanged, while 41 re-

mains at about 71% (Figure 4E). At the same time, the on/off ratios of the conduc-

tance switching were calculated to be around 1.05, without obvious dependence

on bias voltage. This indicates that the effect of the electric field on the transition en-

ergy between the quasi-planar and the perpendicular conformations is almost negli-

gible. However, the derived average lifetimes decrease with increasing the bias volt-

ages (Figures 4E and S17; Table S5), and also with the gradual disappearance of the

small current fluctuations. t1 decreases from �25.40 to �0.85 ms and t2 decreases

from �40.20 to �2.14 ms, suggesting that the electric field can accelerate both

C=C bond twisting and the phenyl rotation. According to the Eyring equation,

E = RTln

�
kBT
hk

�
, where R = 8.314 J mol�1$K�1, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and h

is the plank constant, the activation energies required for the mutual transformation

of States 1 and 2 at different bias voltages can be derived as shown in Figure 4F,

again indicating that an electric field can significantly promote the C=C bond

twisting by reducing the activation energy. Therefore, it is possible to monitor the

rapid intramolecular motion by manipulating the electric field, even without chang-

ing the potential energy of each species or state.

Conclusions

This work demonstrates the great potential of using the GMG-SMJ electrical test

bed to precisely identify the microscopic stereostructures of individual molecules.

We succeeded in visualizing the dynamic process of each unit of a TPE molecule un-

der electric fields, including C=C bond twisting, phenyl rotation, and cyclization. The

obtained intramolecular motion characteristics, in combination with ongoing single-

molecule luminescence research, is of crucial importance to reveal the intrinsic AIE

mechanism and further regulate the single-molecule photophysical properties.

Through molecular engineering, by taking advantage of various external control

means (such as temperature, electric field, light, magnetic field, and so on), this

test bed opens up novel perspectives for the development of future practical func-

tional molecular circuits or sensors. We envisage that further incorporation with ul-

tralow temperature technologies and optical spectroscopies will promote the visu-

alization of the dynamic process at the single-molecule level in multiple

dimensions, which would be extremely beneficial to the investigation of the key is-

sues in chemistry and the development of a unique multimodal single-molecule

spectroscopic technology.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability
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